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Let G be a triangle-free graph on n points with degree sequence d,, . . . . d,. Let a 
be the independence number of G. Let f (0) = 1, f(d) = [ 1 + (d* - d) f (d- I)]/ 
(d’ + 1)d > 1. We prove a 2 ET=, f (di). We also show slightly stronger results as 
the girth of G tends to co. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let G be a triangle-free graph on n points with degree sequence 
4, 4, . . . . d,, and average degree d. Let c( (or IX(G)) be the independence 
number of G. In [ 1) Ajtai et al. prove that a > II In d/( 1OOd) for d> do. 
Easier proofs appeared in [2, lo]. In [12] the author showed a >nf(d) 
wheref(d) = (dlnd-d+l)/(d-l)‘,f(O) = l,f(l) = l/2. Notefis the 
solution to the differential equation 
(d+ l)f(d) = 1 + (d-d2)f’(d), f (0) = 1. (1) 
Here we show how to slightly strengthen the above result by replacing the 
differential equation (1) with the difference equation 
(d+l)f(d)=l+(d-d2)Cf(4-f(d-Ul, f(O)= 1 (2) 
and the term nf (d) with C:= i f(dJ. 
The solution of the difference equation lies above the solution of the 
differential equation (for da 2); however, to leading order as d + co the 
asymptotic behavior is the same. 
One of the referees points out that this note generalizes the main result 
of [12] in the same way as Caro [7] and Wei [14] (see also [9]) 
strengthened Turan’s theorem. 
We will need the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose f(4) 2 (V)((4 + 2)/(& + 54 + 5)), f(d) = 
(1+(d2-d)f(d-l))/(d*+l),d>d,,>O. Thenf(d)and[f(d)-f(d+l)] 
are decreasing functions of d for d 2 d,. 
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Proof It is easy (although tedious) to show by induction that 
f(d) > (3/2)((d+ 2)/(d* + 5d+ 5)) for all d> d,. The lemma follows easily 
sincef(d)>(3/2)((d+2)/(d2+5d+5)) impliesf(d)>f(d+l) andf(d)- 
f(d+ 1) >f(d+ 1) -f(d+ 2) (by another tedious calculation). 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a triangle-free graph on n vertices with degree 
sequence d,, . . . . d,. Let c( be the independence number of G. Let f (0) = 1, 
f(d)=[l+(d*-d)f(d-l)]/(d2+1), d>l. Then cc>Cr=,f(dj). 
Proof. Note f(d) and [f(d)-f(d+ l)] are decreasing as d+ co. We 
will prove the theorem by induction on n. Clearly it holds for n = 0. Let 
S = C’= if (di). Let i be a point in G. Define 9, to be the set of i’s 
neighbors. Define Si, to be the set of points in G which are at distance 2 
from i. For k E Si let nI be the number of k’s neighbors in 9,. Define Hi 
to be the graph formed from G by deleting i and its neighbors. Let di, . . . 
be the degree sequence of Hi. Let Ti = C, f (df). Then 
T;=S-f(di)- C f(dj)+ 1 Cf(+nb)-f(4)]. 
j6.S; ktS; 
(3) 
Hence if we can find an i such that 
l-f(di)- C f(dj)+ 1 [f(dk-ni)-f(dk)]20 (4) 
je.7; ksS; 
the result will follow by induction (adjoin i to a maximum independent set 
in Hi). In fact, we will show (4) holds on average. Let 
A= i 1-f(di)- 1 f(dj)+ 1 Cf(dk-n:)-f(dk)] . (5) 
i= 1 [ jeS\ ksS; 1 
By interchanging the order of summation, we obtain 
A= ‘$ Cl -(dj+l)f(dj)+ C f(di-ni)-f(di)] . 
i=l kGS; 1 (6) 
Note kES;oiESt and nf=nf. Let 
Bi= C Cf(di-ni)-f(di)l. (7) 
kcS; 
Since f(d) -f (d + 1) is a decreasing function of d we have 
f(di-nL)-f(di)>ni[f(di- l)-f(di)]. Hence 
‘ia[i.Z,: (d,--l)] Cf(di-l)-ftdi)l. (8) 
582b/53/2-I1 
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Let E be the edge set of G. Then summing both sides of (8) over i gives 
Since f(d) -f(d+ 1) is decreasing we have (di- dj)[ [f(d, - 1) -f(dj)] - 
[f(di - 1) -f(d,)]] 2 0 which implies 
icl Bi2 ,,,fEE C(di- l)[f(di- l)-f(di)l + (dj- l)[(dj- l)-f(dj)ll 
(10) 
= i$l tdT -di)Cf(di- l)-f(di)l- (11) 
Substituting (11) into (6) gives 
A> i l-(di+l)f(di)+(dT-di)[f(di-l)-f(di)]. (12) 
i=l 
Hence A > 0 since we have chosen f so that each term in the sum in (12) 
is 0. Hence an i satisfying (4) must exist completing the proof. 
Remark 1. Consider the following algorithm for generating an inde- 
pendent set of points of G. Pick a point P at random and place it in the 
independent set. Delete P and its neighbors from G and iterate. (Equiva- 
lently run the greedy algorithm on a random permutation of the points of 
G.) Since (4) holds on average it is easy to show by induction that the 
average size of an independent set produced by this random greedy algo- 
rithm applied to G is > Cf(di). 
We next consider what can be said if we impose stronger conditions on 
G. If we bar 5-cycles as well as triangles we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a graph on n vertices with degree sequence 
d ,, . . . . d,,. Suppose G contains no 3-cycles or 5-cycles. Let n,, be the number 
of pairs of adjacent vertices of degree 1 in G. Let f (0) = 1, f (1) =4/l, 
f(d)= [1+(d2-d)f(d-l)]/(d’+l), d>2. Then the independence num- 
ber of G, a(G)~CI=,f(di)-n,,/7. 
Proof: Note f(d), f(d)-f(d-1) are decreasing as d+ co. We will 
prove the theorem by induction on n. It clearly holds for n = 0. Suppose 
n,, # 0. Clearly we may include 1 point from each pair in our independent 
set and apply the induction hypothesis. Hence we may assume n,, = 0. If G 
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contains a point of degree 0, place it in our independent set and apply the 
induction hypothesis to the remaining points. If G contains a point of 
degree 1 place it in our independent set and delete its neighbor. If this 
creates adjacent pairs of points of degree 1, place one of each in our inde- 
pendent set and delete their neighbors. Since i adjacent to j in G, not both 
of degree 1, implies f(d;) +f(dj) 6 1 (note f(2) = 3/7) we may apply the 
induction hypothesis to the remaining graph. Hence we assume G contains 
no vertices of degree 0 or 1. In this case, deleting a point and its neighbors 
from G cannot create 2 adjacent points of degree 1 as this would imply the 
presence of a 3-cycle or 5-cycle. Hence we may conclude the proof as in 
Theorem 1. 
Finally, we prove two theorems in which we let the girth of G -+ cc. We 
need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let x be a point in G of degree 2 with neighbors y, z. Assume 
y and z are not adjacent and let G’ be the graph formed from G by deleting 
x and concatenating y and z. Then U(G) = cc(G’) + 1. 
Proof This follows from the facts that there exists a maximum inde- 
pendent set in G which contains x or which contains y and z and that every 
independent set of G’ can be extended to a larger one of G. 
We also will need the concept of weighted girth. We say a graph G with 
weights on its vertices has weighted girth g if the sum of weights of the 
vertices in any cycle is ag (and equals g for some cycle). 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a graph on n points. Let the vertices have degree 
d, and weights wi (wi 2 1). Suppose G has weighted girth >g. Let f (0) = 1, 
f(l)=1/2, f(2)=1/2-2/g, f(d)=[l+(d*-d)f(d-l)]/(d*+l), dZ3. 
Then E(G)>C~=, [f(di)-(wi- 1)2/g]. 
Proof We may assume g > 20 since for g d 20 Theorem 1 is stronger. 
Then f(d) is decreasing for d 2 0 and f (d) -f (d + 1) is decreasing for d 2 2. 
We will prove the theorem by induction on n. Clearly it holds for n = 0. It 
is easy to see that we may remove any points for which f (d,) - (wi- 1)2/g 
is 60 and apply the induction hypothesis to the remaining graph. Note 
this means we may assume G contains no 3 or 4-cycles. For suppose G con- 
tains a 4-cycle C. Then since the weighted girth of G is >g some point i 
in C has weight g/4 or more. Now (g/4 - 1)2/g = l/2 - 2/g =f (2). There- 
fore f (di) - ( wi - 1)2/g 6 0. Also (since wi 2 1) we may remove points of 
degree 0 or 1 as in Theorem 2. Suppose G contains a point i with dj = 2. 
Let j, k be the neighbors of i. Let G’ be the graph formed from G by 
deleting i and concatenating j, k. Let the concatenated point have weight 
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Wi+Wj+Wk* Clearly G’ has weighted girth 
Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis if 
3 
>g. Hence we may apply 
(13) 
Using f(2) = l/2 - 2/g this reduces to 
~-~+f(dj+dk-2)-f(dj)-f(d~)>O. (14) 
Now f(d) -f(d + 1) decreasing for d> 2 implies 
SCdj + d/c - 2) -f(dk) af(dj) -f(2) (15) 
since dj, dk 2 2. However, since f(2) = 1/2-2/g, (15) implies (14). Hence 
we assume G contains no points of degrees 0, 1, 2. Now we can conclude 
the proof as in Theorem 1. Note since G contains no 4-cycles, G’ will not 
contain points of degree 0 and 1 so f(d) -f(d + 1) decreasing for da 2 
suffices. 
The proof of Theorem 3 suggests improvement would be possible if we 
could avoid adjacent pairs of vertices of degree 2. In fact, we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a graph on n points. Let the vertices have degrees 
di and weights wi (Wi>, 1). Suppose G has weighted girth ag (g 2 127) and 
no vertices of degree 0 or 1. Let n22 be the number of points required to 
intersect all pairs of adjacent vertices of degree 2 in G. Let x = (79/151)/ 
(151g/850+19/170), f(2)=79/151-x, f(d)=[1+(d2-d)f(d-l)]/ 
(d2+l), da3. Then cr(G)aS=C;=, [f(di)-(wi-1)(151/170)x]- 
n,,(7/151- (19/85)x). 
Proof Notef (d),f(d)-f(d+l) aredecreasingfor d>2. Alsogal 
implies (7/151-2x) > 0 and that 33/302 - (2/5)x > 7/151- (19/85)x. We 
will prove the theorem by induction on n. It clearly holds when n = 0. Note 
f(3) = 125/302 - (3/5)x, f (4) = 53/151- (36/85) x, 2f (2) - 1 = 7/151-2x. 
Suppose G contains a point i for which f (di) - (wi - 1)(151/170)x < 0. We 
wish to delete this point and apply the induction hypothesis. However, 
deleting i may create points of degree 0 or 1. By placing these points (of 
degree 0 or 1) in our independent set and deleting their neighbors, iterating 
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if necessary we eventually obtain a graph G’ with no vertices of degree 0, 1 
to which we can apply the induction hypothesis. Note each point placed in 
our independent set reduces S by at most 1 since any pair of adjacent 
points i, j in G have f(di) + f(d’) < 1 unless d, = dj = 2 in which case they 
,are contributing 1 to n,,. We may create new pairs of adjacent points of 
degree 2 in G’ but nz2 is increased at most by the number of points with 
degree 3 or more in G and degree 2 in G’. Since f(2)-f(3)= 33/302- 
(2/5)x>7/151-(19/85)x the induction will work. Suppose G contains a 
5-cycle C. Then since the weighted girth of G is g some point i in C has 
weight g/5 or more. Now 
Hence f (di) - ( wi - 1)(151/170)x < 0 for such a point i. Therefore we may 
assume G has girth 6 or more. Suppose nz2 # 0. Let i be a point in a mini- 
mum set intersecting all pairs of adjacent points of degree 2 in G. Let j and 
k be i’s neighbors. Let G’ be the graph formed from G by deleting i and 
concatenating its neighbors (at least one of which also was of degree 2). Let 
the concatenated point have weight wi + wj + wk. It is easy to see that n22 
will be reduced by at least 1 in G’. Using Lemma 2 the induction will work 
if 
1-2f(2)-f(d,)-Z~x+f(d,)+(&+),O. (16) 
Substituting for f (2) in (16) gives 
l-2 g-x -~x+&-;x~o 
( ) 
(17) 
which clearly holds with equality. Hence we may assume n22 = 0. Suppose 
G contains a point i with di = 2. Let j, k be the neighbors of i. Note since 
nz2 = 0 dj, dk B 3. Proceed as in Theorem 3 deleting i and concatenating its 
neighbors. As before let the concatenated point have weight wi+ wj+ wk. 
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Applying Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis the proof will go through 
if 
1 +~(d,+d*-2)-2~X~f(2)+/(rl,)+f(d,)' (18) 
Now f(d) -f( d + 1) decreasing for d > 3 and dj, dk > 3 imply 
f(dj + d/c - 2) -f(dk) -f(dj) af(dj + 1) -f(3) -f(<j) 
>f(4) - 2f(3). 




However, it is easy to verify that (20) is an identity. Hence we may assume 
G contains no points of degree 0, 1,2 and that G has girth 6 or more. We 
may now conclude the proof as in Theorem 3. Note deleting a point and 
its neighbors from G cannot create 2 adjacent points of degree 2 or points 
of degree 0, 1 since the girth of G is 26. 
Remark 2. When applied to regular graphs of degree 3 and large girth 
the bounds (2/5 - s)n and (125/302 - s)n given by Theorems 3 and 4, 
respectively, improve on the bound (7/18 - s)n given by Hopkins and 
Staton [ll]. Note Bollobis [S] proved an upper bound of (.459065)n for 
this problem. 
Remark 3. The functions f defined in Theorems 2, 3, and 4 lie above 
the function S defined in Theorem 1; however, to leading order as d + co 
their asymptotic behavior is the same. 
The following forms of the recursive relation are useful in analyzing the 
asymptotic behavior off: 
d>l (21) @Y-(d)= & j+(d-l)f(d-1) , 1 
f(d)=&[$$+(y)f(d-I)], d>2. (22) 
Some open problems in this area are: 
PROBLEM 1. Can the results proven in [3] for K,-free graphs be 
improved ? 
PROBLEM 2. Does the result for hypergraphs in [4] have a simple proof? 
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PROBLEM 3. What can be said about the chromatic number x of triangle- 
free graphs with maximum degree d? Is it o(d)? See [6, S]. 
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